Communication Plan:

- Appoint single point of contact for all Covid-19 related matters.

Personal Behavior:

- Send Return to Play Rules to all coaches, players, and families.
- Obtain affirmative agreement to adhere to Return to Play Rules from all parties prior to participating in any Washington Timbers in-person activities.

Training Schedule:

- TBA dependent on group size requirements.
- Staggered start times on different fields and 15 minutes between sessions on same field. For example - Field 7: 4:45pm, 6:00pm, 7:15pm, 8:30pm; Field 8: 5:00pm, 6:15pm, 7:30pm; Field 9: 5:15pm, 6:30pm, 7:45pm.
- See field map with distance buffers between training spaces and fields, entrances, exits, and one way foot traffic.

Training Plans:

- TBA depending on social distancing rules and group size requirements.
- Equipment plans TBA depending on rules and guidelines.
- 1 hour or shorter sessions until full team training begins.
- Maintain closed training cohorts (same groups of players with same coach).
- Limit activities to those that meet social distancing standards until rules limiting contact are lifted.

Facility Plans:

- Install signs for one-way foot traffic, entrances, and exits from fields.
- Provide hand washing stations.
- Mark field spaces to ensure proper distances are properly maintained.
- Surface sanitizing plan TBA.